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rjcapture pc rjcapture 7 From this reason an upper bound is set
rJ ≪ a, B, (w − a).. The limitations of the deformation theory to
capture real plastic flow processes are . In this way, a trial and
error approach can be used to search for the ‘optimum a’ (and
thus for the optimum b’) . This approach is essentially the direct
application of Eq. (1); therefore, it is extremely accurate
provided the mesh density is fine enough to capture the . The
plastic flow of materials is often called ‘plastic deformation’ or
‘plastic flow’.. Capturing the deformation of any material with
plasticity and applying it to the modeling process is the most
promising approach that we can take to accurately describe flow
behavior of any material . Using the observed deformation data
to find an ‘optimum a’ is not a trivial task due to the inherent
non-linearity of plastic flow behavior. Therefore, the trial and
error approach is usually used to find the ‘optimum a’, which in
turn gives the optimum b’ for the ‘optimum a’ as a function of
time.. Examples of such a trial and error approach can be found
in the computational work of Maringhini . Mar 2, 2020 In this
way, a trial and error approach can be used to search for the
‘optimum a’ (and thus for the optimum b’) . Using the observed
deformation data to find an ‘optimum a’ is not a trivial task due
to the inherent non-linearity of plastic flow behavior.
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